Are you a resident physician specializing in Primary Care or Psychiatry seeking to practice medicine in Tennessee? Let TCWD help elevate your post-residency success with the Physician Residency Incentive. By participating in the program and committing to provide care to underserved populations, you’ll get $35,000/ year, per year of residency.

$35,000
THE AMOUNT YOU WILL RECEIVE PER YEAR OF RESIDENCY COMPLETED, UP TO $140K

SELF-WORTH
WHAT YOU’LL FIND WHEN YOU TAKE THE OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE WHERE CARE IS NEEDED MOST

CAREER
LET US HELP YOU FIND A CAREER WITH OUR POST-RESIDENCY PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE

TCWD
TENNESSEE CENTER FOR HEALTH WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
PHYSICIAN RESIDENCY INCENTIVE

Program Information

Amount

$35k per year of residency, up to $160k, of unencumbered funds that you can use however you want, whether that’s to pay off student loans, use for housing & living expenses, to invest, etc.

Service

Incentive recipients are required to practice in an underserved area on a year for year basis. E.g., if you receive $105k for three years of residency, you would be required to practice for three years in an underserved area.

Resident Eligibility

You must carry out your incentive service requirement in Tennessee in primary care or behavioral health specialties including, but not limited to: family medicine, internal medicine, peds, ob/gyn, & psych.

Site Eligibility

Service commitments are carried out in an area that has too few primary care or mental health providers & may include people who face economic, behavioral, cultural or linguistic barriers to healthcare. These medically underserved communities can be located in rural or urban areas.

Application Process

An application submission is required to be considered for the residency incentive. Full information on the items needed for application process completion can be found at:

https://www.tncwd.com/dir.cfm/Doctors/Incentive/

Contact Info

615.401.7463
TNCWD.com
djayroe@tha.com